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Denver is due to shutout Oakland and if it happens Appliance Factory & Mattress 
Kingdom will give you FREE appliances 

 
DENVER, CO — Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom, Colorado’s largest independent 
appliance retailer has a lot of confidence in Denver’s defense, $1 million worth of confidence to 
be exact. This week marks the return of Appliance Factory Mattress Kingdom’s famous Denver 
vs. Oakland promotion. If Denver shuts out Oakland, everyone that purchased eligible 
appliances the week before will get them free. “We’ve been betting for over 10 years that 
Denver will shutout Oakland. It hasn’t happened yet but Denver is due” said Chuck Ewing CEO 
of Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom and longtime football fan.  
 
Since 2000 there have been 121 shutouts in the NFL. That being said, Oakland is the 5th most 
shutout team in the NFL and arguably Colorado’s most rivaled opponent. There are few other 
teams that would have better odds of being shut out against Denver at home than Oakland.  
  
Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom purchased insurance to reimburse customers up to 
$1,000,000 in the event Denver stuffs Oakland—insurance that must be paid whether or not a 
shutout happens. That means Appliance Factory and Mattress Kingdom really hopes Denver 
shuts Oakland out and they are able to give away 1,000,000 worth of free appliances. See 
website and store for details.  
 
About Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom  
Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom is the nation’s 28th largest independent appliance and 
mattress retailer with 16 stores throughout Colorado. CEO Chuck Ewing started the company in 
Denver from his garage in 1986 and grew it into a successful local business employing almost 
500 people.  
WHO: Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom  
WHAT: Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom customers will get $1,000,000 in free appliances 
if Denver shuts out Oakland.  
WHEN: September 12-15th, 2018  
WHERE: Sports Authority Field, 1701 Bryant St. #700, Denver, CO 80204  
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